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Abstract-The main idea of this paper is in determination of the pattern of nonzero elements 
of the LU factors of a given matrix A. The idea is based on taking the powers of the Boolean 
matrix derived from A. This powers of a Boolean matrix strategy (PBS) is an efficient, effective, and 
inexpensive approach. Construction of an ILU preconditioner using PBS is described and used in 
solving large nonsymmetric sparse linear systems. Effectiveness of the proposed ILU preconditioner in 
solving large nonsymmetric sparse linear systems by the GMRES method is also shown. Numerical 
experiments are performed which show that it is possible to considerably reduce the number of 
GMRES iterations when the ILU preconditioner constructed here is used. In numerical examples, 
the influence of lc, the dimension of the Krylov subspace, on the performance of the GMRES method 
using an ILU preconditioner is tested. For all the tests carried out, the best value for Ic is found to 
be 10. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Nonsymmetric, Sparse linear system, GMRES(lc), Incomplete LU preconditioner, 
Krylov subspace, Boolean matrix, PBS. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a linear system 
Ax=b, (1) 
where A is a large, nonsingular, sparse, and nonsymmetric matrix of order n x n and b is a 
given column vector of order n. Such systems often occur in many scientific and engineering 
applications. One way to solve system (1) is by the sparse LU-decomposition method [l]. In 
this approach an upper triangular matrix U and unit lower triangular matrix L are constructed 
such that A = LU. System (1) can be solved in two steps, by forward substitution in Ly = b 
and by back substitution in Ux = y. However, for very large systems this strategy may be 
ineffective because L and U are no longer sparse due to fill-ins during the factorization process, 
and so computer storage demands become high. As a result, system (1) can be solved by an 
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iterative method. Conjugate gradient (CG)-type iterative methods for a nonsymmetric linear 
system obtain approximations to its solution by projecting onto subspaces generated by subsets 
of the vectors {Q, An,, . . . , Aira, . . . }. Several Krylov subspace based iterative methods have been 
proposed for the approximation of the solution of (1) [2-81. GMRES is one of such methods. 
The GMRES algorithm 121, together with the CGS [3] and Bi-CGSTAB [4], is a very popular 
Krylov iterative method for general nonsymmetric linear systems arising from a wide variety of 
applications. The main attractive feature of the GMRES algorithm over CGS and Bi-CGSTAB 
is its good stability, combined with a nonincreasing residual norm sequence. In order to be effec- 
tive, the GMRES algorithm must be combined with a good preconditioner. The preconditioner 
application in the iteration loop is the most delicate part of the iterative process, because the 
choice of the preconditioner is more crucial than the choice of the Krylov iterative method. The 
speed of convergence of such systems strongly depends on the eigenvalues distribution of the 
matrix A. Krylov methods together with suitable, powerful preconditioning techniques improve 
the speed of convergence, which is a vital part in high performance computing. Since using a 
preconditioner in an iterative method incurs some extra cost, both initially for the setup, and per 
iteration for applying it, there must be a trade-off between the cost of constructing and applying 
the preconditioner, and the gain in convergence speed. Certain preconditioners need little or no 
construction phase at all (for instance Jacobi preconditioner) but for others, such as incomplete 
factorizations, there can be substantial work involved. A broad class of preconditioners is based 
on incomplete factorization of the coefficient matrix A. Such a preconditioner is then given in 
factored form M = LU. The efficiency of the preconditioner depends on how well M-’ = (LU)-’ 
approximates A-l. 
The aim of this paper is to construct an incomplete LU preconditioner (ILU) using powers of a 
Boolean matrix. In ILU(m) ( incomplete LU-decomposition of level m), we use a strategy (PBS) 
proposed by Mittal and Al-Kurdi [l] for determining fill-ins in L and U. We also show that the 
preconditioner ILU(m) based on powers of a Boolean matrix is the efficient preconditioner in 
terms of number of iterations, but due to allowed fill-ins. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section, the preconditioning GMRES method 
is briefly described. In Section 3, a compressed storage scheme to store the given linear system 
is given. In Section 4, we introduce our preconditioner including ILU decomposition baaed on 
powers of a Boolean matrix strategy proposed by Mittal and Al-Kurdi [I]. Numerical experiments 
are given in Section 5 to illustrate the performance and effectiveness of the GMRES method with 
the ILU preconditioner using the powers of a Boolean matrix strategy (PBS). The influence of k, 
the dimension of Krylov subspace, on the performance of GMRES using the ILU preconditioner, 
is tested. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 
2. PRECONDITIONED GMRES METHOD 
The generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) developed by Saad and Schultz [2] is one 
of the significant methods for solving linear algebraic systems with nonsymmetric matrices. Given 
an initial value 20, let Lk(A, ~0) denote the Krylov subspace 
Kk(A,ro) = span {rc, AT-O,. . , Ak-lro} (2) 
The GMRES method constructs xk E ICO + Kk(A, TO) whose residual norm is minimal. It con- 
structs an orthogonal basis for Kk(A, TO) by the Arnoldi process, which can be viewed as a variant 
of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. 
Due to the large spectrum of coefficient matrices, the original forms of the iterative methods 
do not show particularly high convergence rates. By the use of preconditioning, this spectrum 
can be narrowed (towards radius l), which then promises much better convergence properties for 
iterative methods. The original system (1) can be preconditioned from the right 
AM-‘Mx = b. 
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or 
where A = AM-l and CZ = Mx. 
& = b, (3) 
Right preconditioning is a typical approach in modern codes since it enables us to compute 
true GMRES residuals. A discussion on multiplication by approximate inverses from right/left 
can be found in [9,10]. 
The preconditioned matrix M is chosen in such a way that the spectrum of AMe1 is as close 
to 1 as possible [ll]. The choice of preconditioner M is crucial for the behaviour of any iterative 
method, since it influences its speed of convergence and its sparsity. One of the general demands 
for a good preconditioner is that it should give a good approximation of A-‘. 
The pseudocode for the preconditioned GMRES method is given as follows. 
Algorithm 1 
(1) Start. Choose initial guess 20 and a dimension k of Krylov subspace. 
Define a matrix Hk+l,k and initialize all its entries h, to zero. 
(2) Arnoldi process. 
(a) Compute TO = b - AXO, g1 = llroI[, and w1 = ro/gl. 
(b) For j = 1,2,. . . , k Do 
(i) Compute zj = M-‘vj and W = Azj. 
(ii) For i = 1,2,. . . , j Do hij = WTvi, W 6 W - h+i End Do. 
(iii) Compute /z~+I,~ = llWl/ and wj+l = W/hj+ld. 
End for j. 
(c) Define I$ = [WI, ~2,. . . , vj]. 
(3) Apply Given’s rotations on Hessenberg’s matrix H and on g. 
(4) Solve the system minyEKb llglel - Hyll in which el = [l, 0,. . . ,O]’ by solving the upper 
triangular SyStem &,kyk = gk where &,k iS the Upper tJkiq$Ular KIakiX RSUlting from 
Hk+l,k after applying Given’s rotations and removing the last zero row and gk results 
from glel using Step (3). 
(5) Form the approximate solution. Compute x~j = x0 + M-lVjyj, where yj is the solution 
of Step (4). 
(6) Restart. 
If (Il~~ll/ll~0ll I E) (G iven tolerance E), print ~j the approximate solution of (1) and stop. 
Else set ~0 + xj and go to Step (2). 
THEOREM 1. The following two conditions are equivalent. 
(i) The GMRES(k) iterate Xk defined in Algorithm 1 exists. 
(ii) Hessenberg matrix N is nonsingular. 
PROOF. Let, Ic be the dimension of Krylov subspace, and H be a Hessenberg’s matrix of order 
(Ic + 1) x k constructed by Arnoldi process. Then, an iteration Xk generated by Algorithm 1 exists 
if and only if the linear system Hy = /3lel has a solution, where ,81 = [[roll, el = (l,O, . . . , O)T. 
By applying Given’s rotations, the matrix H can be transformed into an upper triangular matrix, 
say R, and g is the vector resulting from /?lel by applying Given’s rotations. The solution of 
min&Rk jIPlel_ - Hk+l,kykII is equivalent to the solution of &yk = gk by back substitution. From 
Algorithm 1, the matrix R is upper triangular whose diagonal entries are all nonzero and thus 
has full row rank k. Consequently, Ry = g, and thereby Hy = PIeI, has a solution if and only 
if H is nonsingular. This shows the equivalence of (i) and (ii). I 
3. STORAGE SCHEME 
A short representation of the storage technique described here is based on the idea proposed 
in the literature [12,13]. This scheme is called a compressed storage scheme. The storage format 
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is the most general; it makes absolutely no assumptions about the sparsity structures of the 
matrix, and it does not store any unnecessary elements [14]. Moreover, this scheme is widely 
used for storing sparse matrices with arbitrary sparsity patterns [15]. The version given here 
is a row-ordered list in which nonzero elements are stored row-by-row, with each row; nonzero 
elements are stored in the order of increasing column index. To identify the elements of any row, 
it is necessary to know where each row starts, how many nonzero elements it contains, and in 
what columns the nonzero elements lie. 
Storing given matrix A with a compressed storage scheme requires three one-dimensional arrays 
VA, JA, and IA of length na, na, and n + 1, where n is the number of rows and na is the total 
number of nonzero elements in the matrix A. 
The array VA contains the nonzero elements of A stored row-by-row, JA contains the column 
indices which correspond to the nonzero elements in the array VA, and IA contains n+ 1 pointers 
which delimit the rows of nonzero elements in the array VA, as illustrated below. 
For example, let A be a square matrix of order 5 x 5 
all 0 a13 0 0 
a21 a22 a23 0 0 
A= 0 0 a33 0 0 . 
a41 0 0 a44 a45 
L 0 a.52 0 0 a55, 
The arrays VA, JA, and IA are 
(4) 
rV.Vl row2 row3 row4 row5 
VA= m --- a21 a22 a23 a41 a44 a45 Gz 
JA=13123 3 14525 
IA = 1 3 6 7 10 12 
(5) 
By convention, we define IA[n+ 11 = na+ 1. The storage savings for this approach is significant. 
Instead of storing n2 elements, we need only 2na + n + 1 storage locations. 
Matrix (4) cannot be factored, by using the above storage scheme, “in place” unless fill-ins are 
accounted for when storage is created. For example, when (4) is factored, nonzero numbers are 
assigned to a42 and ass, but neither of these elements appears in (5) as illustrated; i.e., there is 
need to reallocate storage to make room for the fill-ins. 
4. INCOMPLETE LU (ILU) PRECONDITIONER 
An incomplete LU-decomposition (ILU) is baaed on the LU-decomposition of the coefficient 
matrix A. In constructing an ILU(m) preconditioner (ILU of level m), we use the power of a 
Boolean matrix strategy (PBS) proposed by Mittal and Al-Kurdi [l] for determining the pattern 
of nonzero elements of the LU factors of the given matrix A. We also present an algorithm for 
computing the factors L and U. This algorithm with PBS does produce an optimal preconditioner. 
The preconditioning matrix M can be chosen to represent an incomplete LU-decomposition 
of A. The incomplete LU-decomposition is defined so that M has the desired sparsity pattern P. 
For all pairs (i, j) E P decomposition is carried out and other pairs, if they occur, are left out. 
The commonest and simplest choice is P = {(i, j) : aij # 0}, which allows no fill-in during 
incomplete factorization. The choice P = {(i,j) : oij # 0) leads to the preconditioner ILU(0) 
which is not the best choice to be made. Although, this is a simple and an effective way of 
constructing M, in some cases it can differ significantly from A-l, since too much information 
was left out during the incomplete LU-decomposition. However, another approach to achieve 
a powerful preconditioner is to allow some fill-ins. Increasing the fill-in causes an increase of 
computational work associated with the matrix-vector operations and with the ILU procedure. 
Therefore, we introduce an efficient and inexpensive technique to define the sparsity pattern P. 
The complexity and the efficiency of the PBS are also analyzed. 
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4.1. The Powers of a Boolean Matrix Strategy 
In this section, we describe an efficient method for determining the sparsity P of the matrix M, 
which has no restriction at all with respect to the sparsity pattern of A. This method, proposed 
by Mittal and Al-Kurdi [l], is based on the powers of the Boolean matrix obtained from A. 
The sparsity pattern P is described either a priori or implicitly by some approach. However, it 
is desirable to know in advance the pattern of nonzeros of the factors because of updating the 
data structure to facilitate the nonzeros and fill-ins as well. The PBS suggested by Mittal and 
Al-Kurdi provides the information needed for computing the nonzero structure of the LU factors. 
Partial pivoting and complete pivoting affect the sensitivity of LU-decomposition [16] because 
possible numerical instability results from loss of information when a large number is added to 
a small one. Finally, after determining the sparsity pattern of the factors LU, computing L 
and U is straightforward. Before, we outline the method, we briefly review the graph-theoretic 
representation of a sparse matrix. More detailed background material on sparse matrix and graph 
theory can be obtained in the literature [17,18]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A be a square matrix of order n. The associated digraph GA of A is an n- 
node, weighted, and labeled graph such that there exists an edge (i, j) with weight aij if aji # 0 
for i, j = 1,2, . . . , n, and vice versa. 
DEFINITION 2. A path {u - V} in a digraph G is a sequence of distinct nodes and contiguous 
edges leading from u to v such that there are no repeating edges. 
The problem is to find the set P of edges for which the factors L and U are sparse but also such 
that matrix LU resembles A as much as possible. In case the sparsity pattern of A is irregular, 
there are several possibilities to construct a good choice for the set P. Gustafsson [19] proposed 
the following. 
First, consider the standard incomplete LU-decomposition, i.e., P = {(i, j) : aij # 0). Then, 
extend P with positions (i, j) where the product LU has nonzero elements and eventually continue 
in this manner a few steps more. This technique is tested extensively by Langtangen [20]. It is 
computationally found to be costly, and hence, is not recommended. 
Another approach determines the elements in P during the elimination process. P is described 
implicitly by allowing only entries which are in absolute value greater than a certain threshold 
value [21-241. This approach is very sensitive if the matrix A is ill-conditioned and thereby it 
does not suit such cases. In this paper, we introduce the following best approach to construct P 
which avoids the above-mentioned drawbacks. This approach that we take uses a Boolean matrix 
multiplication which differs from regular multiplication as we will see. 
Consider the digraph GA = (V, E) of a given matrix A. If B is the Boolean matrix representing 
the digraph GA, the modified digraph Ggm = (VI, Em) is defined as E,,, = EU {(Vi, Q)}; that is, 
a new edge (vi, vk) is added to GA to form GB~, where m is some positive integer. Initially, the 
sparsity structures of the matrices A and B are the same; that is, A and B are exactly having 
the nonzero elements at the same positions. But, the problem is how to obtain the modified GB* 
at the level m. We compute B” by using the Warshall’s algorithm [23]. However, while finding 
powers of B some zero elements in B become 1 in B”. Every initially zero element that becomes 1 
gives a new edge, say (vi, vk), which is added to GA to form Ggm . These elements are precisely 
the positions of fill-ins in A. Now, we try to find the sparsity pattern of L and U in terms of set 
theory. 
In order to determine the nonzero structure of L and U, we define the set 
P = {(i,j) : position (i,j) is nonzero including fill-in, 1 5 i,j 5 n}. (6) 
Then, clearly P = {(i, j) : biy) = 1) where Bm = [biy)], 1 5 m < n - 1, and m does not exceed 
the longest path of GA. Note that both sets P and E,,, have the same elements. Thus, the set P 
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gives the sparsity pattern of ILU(m). Let B = [bij] be given by 
bij = 
1, if aij # 0, 
0, otherwise. 
The method for finding the set P is summarized in the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 2 
STEP 1. Form the matrix B = [bij] as 
bij = 
1, if aij # 0, 
0, otherwise. 
STEP 2. 
Compute B”, (m _> 2). 
If B” = Bm+l, then 
Form the set P = {(i j) * b(m) = 1). 1 * 23 
Else 
m = m + 1, and go to Step 2. 
NOTE 1. We can speed up the computation and thereby reduce the execution time by computing 
the powers Bzm (1 5 2”’ 5 n - 1). The algorithm terminates when Bzm = Bzm+‘; that is, Step 2 
of Algorithm 2 becomes as follows. 
F;rt_e ,BY1(m > 1). 
, then 
Form the set P = {(i, j) : b$“) = 1). 
Else 
m = m + 1, and go to Step 2. 
From Algorithm 2, it follows that the sparsity pattern of M = LU is approximately equal to 
that of Bzm. At any given iteration, if the calculated Boolean matrix agrees with the matrix 
at the previous iteration, i.e., Bzm = Bzm+l, then the process has converged and we have the 
sparsity pattern of the LU factors. 
Since the preconditioner can be improved by allowing more fill-ins and its effectiveness depends 
on how well M-’ approximates A-‘, Algorithm 2 can be terminated at a level m such that there 
is trade-off between the computational requirements (both in terms of memory and CPU time) 
and reducing the number of iterations. 
4.2. Analysis of Algorithm 2 
The analysis of any algorithm generally assumes that certain primitive operations can be per- 
formed with constant cost. Essentially, it is the time complexity of an algorithm that determines 
how large a problem an algorithm can solve. Therefore, the order of running time of an algorithm 
gives us an estimate of its practical feasibility. Nevertheless, we should not forget that the order 
of the complexity function of an algorithm is a measure of the asymptotic performance of the 
algorithm as the size of input goes to infinity. 
DEFINITION 3. Suppose that B’ = [bij] and B” = [by!] are square Boolean matrices of order n 
and ‘AND” is a Boolean operator defined on the entries of B’ and B”. The Boolean product 
of B’ and B”, denoted BIB”, is the n x n Boolean matrix C = [cij] defined by 
1 (nue), cij = 
ifbik=lANDb&=lforsomek, l<k<n, 
0 (False), otherwise. (7) 
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From the definition, it follows that cij = 1 iff bik = 1 AND bij = 1. Since we need to pose 
a more specific query, we use the Boolean operator “AND”, which limits results to those items 
that ascertain both (or all) of the search terms in our query. Thus, we can easily perform the 
comparisons and checks for each position of the Boolean product. 
To find the sparsity pattern of L and U such that A = LU, it is sufficient to find the smallest m 
such that B2”’ = B2m+’ where m = 1 is the first time the matrix power B2”’ becomes B2”‘+‘. 
The running time spent in computing B2”’ ’ IS O(ms(n)) time, where s(n) is the time needed to 
compute the Boolean matrix product of two n x n Boolean matrices. The Boolean product of 
two n x n Boolean matrices requires at most O(n’) comparisons (the Boolean operators AND). 
Thus, to compute the Boolean matrices B2”‘, we require O(mn2) comparisons. 
4.3. Efficiency of Algorithm 2 
Algorithm 2 outlined above for computing fill-ins is efficient, effective, and inexpensive. In 
order to show the performance of Algorithm 2, we make a comparison with a method based on 
the powers A” [15]. Th e set P is determined by using the sparsity pattern of A” as follows. 
First, the matrix A is scaled such that Cy=l laijl = 1, 1 5 i 5 n. Then those pairs for which 
IaijJ is very small can be neglected when determining the set P using the powers A”. 
The product of Boolean matrices is computed by taking the Boolean operator “AND” as 
given in (7), while the real product of matrices is computed by taking arithmetic operations. 
The running time spent for computing the powers A” is O(ms’(n)) time, where s’(n) is the 
time needed to compute a real matrix product of two n x n real matrices. Since computing A2 
requires at most 0(n3) time (of course computing A2 does not take time 0(n3) when A is sparse), 
computing A” requires O(mn3) time, which is much larger than 0(mn2) comparison time. 
The memory requirements of a Boolean matrix B can be estimated to be n2 bits regardless of 
the sparsity of B, while the memory requirements of a real matrix A can be estimated to be 4n2 
bytes where we take float occupying four bytes in memory, as the smallest type of floating point 
variables. 
When determining the set P using the powers A”, the elements, which are smaller, in absolute 
value, than a threshold parameter are neglected. This can be dangerous when the matrix A is 
ill-conditioned. Algorithm 2 does not suffer from this drawback because the powers of a Boolean 
matrix do not depend upon the entry values of the matrix A. Consequently, Algorithm 2 is more 
efficient, effective, and inexpensive for computing fill-ins. Therefore, we use Algorithm 2 to know 
in advance the pattern of nonzero factors. 
There is a natural one-to one correspondence between the binary relations and the square 
Boolean matrices. 
DEFINITION 4. Let El and E2 be binary relations on a set V = {q, ~2,. . . , w,}. Then, E = El .E2 
is the binary relation. 
E = {(%,uj) : (vi,uk) E El AND (vk,uj) E E2 for some IC}. 
THEOREM 2. Let G1(V, E ) 1 and G2(V, E2) be digraphs associated to the Boolean matrices B’ 
and B”, respectively. Then, the matrix product C = B’B” is the Boolean matrix of digraph 
G(V, &J-32). 
PROOF. Recall that E = El.Ez where E = {(wi,wk) : (wi,wj) E El AND (w.j,wk) E E2 for 
some j}. Thus, if C is the Boolean matrix of G(V, E), then 
cik = 1 iff for some j, b; = 1 AND b(ik = 1. 
This is exactly the same as saying cik = bij AND b:;C. I 
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4.4. The LU-Decomposition Method 
Once the nonzero structure of L and U matrices is obtained, i.e., when the set P is determined, 
the construction of incomplete LU-decomposition based on Doolittle’s method [24-261 is made 
where all the diagonal entries of L are 1. A = LU gives 
min(i,j) 
aij = c likukj. (8) 
k=l 
This gives the following explicit formulae for lij and uij: 
k-l 





uik = a& - c lijujk, 
j=l 
i > k, 
i 5 k. 
(9) 
Now, we present how to construct an incomplete LU-decomposition for the coefficient matrix 
in equation (1) when the set 
P = {(i, j) : by = l} 
is determined. 
While making an incomplete LU-decomposition, we need to store only nonzero entries of L 
and U. We define extra help array Diag[l . . + n] which points to the diagonal elements of U in the 
array VA. The nonzero structure P of L and U is stored in JA, IA, and VA containing oij # 0 
as well as fill-ins. 
The following algorithm calculates the incomplete decomposition. The Boolean variable revise 
is false for the standard incomplete decomposition and true for the modified version such that 
row sums of the rest matrix R = A - LU equal zero. The array Point[l . +. n] is an array of 
integers, which points to the entries in L and U of row i. 
Algorithm 3. The incomplete LU-decomposition. 
For i=i To n Do 
Point Cil =O; 
For i=2 To n Do 
{ 
For v=IA[il+i To IA[i+ll-1 Do 
Point I: JA Cvl 1 =v ; 
For v=IA[i] To Diag[il-I Do 
{ 
j=JA[vl ; 
VA [VI =VA Cvl /VA CDiag C j 11 ; 
For w=Diag[jl+i To IACj+ll-1 Do 
{ 
k=Point EJA Cull ; 
If (k>O) then 
VA [k] =VA [k] -VA [VI *VA [w] ; 
Else 
If (revised) then 
VA [Diag [ill =Va EDiag [ill -VA Cvl *VA Ewl ;
}//End For w. 
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}//End For v. 
For v=IA[il+i To IACi+ll-1 Do 
Point [Ja[v]]=O; 
}//End for i. 
Thus, we developed an algorithm, which made no assumptions about the sparsity pattern 
of A, and incorporates a very flexible approach to fill-ins, allowing the user to control the level 
of sparsity in the approximate factors LU. 
The choice of P is extremely important. In practice, the nonzero pattern of L and U is 
often taken the same as that of the original matrix. This has the advantage that no additional 
storage space is needed for the nonzero structure of the incomplete decomposition. The ILU(m) 
preconditioner is based on the structural strategy outlined in Section 4.1 for determining fill-in 
only to a certain level m. A level function is used in incomplete factorization to control the 
number of fill elements. 
4.5. Preconditioning Step 
When solving the system using A = LU - R, with R as error term, we consider the sys- 
tem (LU)-lAz = (LU)-lb. Th e p reconditioned matrix (LU)-‘A has to resemble the identity 
matrix I as closely as possible. 
Because (LU)-‘A = (LU)-‘[(LU) - R] = I - (LU)-lR, then the matrix (LU)-‘R should be 
as small as possible in some sense. We give two theorems which state that (LU)-1 is a proper 
approximation to A-’ if and only if II(LU)-lRII is sufficiently small for some matrix norm 11.11. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose LU - R is a splitting of the nonsingular R = A - LU matrix A and the 
product LU is nonsingular. Then, 
Il(LU)-‘RII < bLu)-’ - A-‘ll < II(1RII 
cond(A) - IIA-ill - ’ (10) 
where cond(A) = IIAII.IIA-‘II th e condition number of A and LU is the ILU(m) factorization. 
PROOF. 
(LU)-lR = (LU)-‘(LU - A) = I - (LU)-‘A = [A-’ - (LU)-‘1 A, 
II(‘RI1 5 (IA-’ - (LU)-‘11 llAl[ = “(Lu;;_,IIA-lii llAl/ [IA-‘11. 
(11) 
By dividing the left- and the right-hand side by IIAII.IIA-lll, one obtains the first inequality 
of (10). The second inequality follows from equation (11). 
(LU)-lR = [A-’ - (LU)-I] A, 
(LU)-IRA-’ = [A-’ - (LU)-l] , 
IIA-’ - (LU)-ll( I I(WJ)-‘R[I I(A-‘(l. 
After division by [IA-l II the desired inequality is obtained. I 
THEOREM 4. Under assumptions of Theorem 3, ifx is the solution of (1) and 2 satisfies LUZ = b, 
then 
112 - 211 
r 5 IpUYq~ 
PROOF. We have 
x - a: = A-lb - (LU)-lb = [A-’ - (LU)-l] Ax. 
Using (ll), x - ~2 = (LU)-‘Rx. Taking the norm leads to the desired result. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose LU - R is a splitting of the nonsingular n x n matrix A, and (IA-‘R/J < 1. 
Then, 
cond [(LU)-‘A] 5 
I+ IIA-lRII 
1 - IjA-lRII ’ 
where LU is the ILU(m) factorization. 
PROOF. Suppose LUx equals the null vector 0. 
LUG =OH(A+ R)X =oe (I+ A-~R)~ =o =+ I[A-~Rx/ = 11x11 =+ llxll I IIA-~RI( 11~11. 
Because IIA-lRII < 1, this implies that 11~11 equals 0 so x = 0. This proves that LU is nonsingular. 
cond [(LU)-lA] = cond [(A + R)-lA] = cond [(I + A-lo)-‘] 
By a theorem of Atkinson [27], II(I+A-‘R)-‘11 5 l/(1 - j/A-‘RII). This completes the proof. a 
Theorem 5 states that we can make R as small as possible and this will have a positive effect 
on the condition of (LU)-lA. 
Now, we show that the optimal approximation of A-’ is (LU)-’ when B2”’ = B2”+l and LU 
is the incomplete ILU of level m. 
THEOREM 6. Let A admit a factorization A = LU and B be the Boolean matrix corresponding 
to A defined as 
bij = 
1 
1, ifaij # 0, 
0, otherwise. 
IfBzm = B2"+' , then ILU(m) is the optimal preconditioner. 
PROOF. Since B2”’ = B2”‘l, A has approximately the exact factorization LU; i.e., A = LU 
because there is no information or pairs (i,j) that were left out during the incomplete LU- 
decomposition. Consequently, M-‘A = (LU)-‘A = I. Th us, we get the solution in one step. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If B2m = B2”‘+‘, then cond[(LU)-lA] = 1 as R = 0 in Theorem 5. 
Using the complete LU factors (when B2’” = B2”“l) is not desirable because it would defeat 
the purpose of using an iterative method. 
It is important to notice that M-’ is never explicitly computed. Alternatively, we have 
Z = M-lV =+ MZ = V. (12) 
In the case of M = LU, (12) can be solved by the following two steps. 
STEP 1. Forward substitution in LY = V. 
STEP 2. Back substitution in UZ = Y. 
Steps 1 and 2 are given in the following algorithms. 
Algorithm 4. Forward substitution. 
Y[1l=vcIl; 
For i=2 To n Do 
{ 
sum=o; 
For j=IA[i] To Diag[il-1 Do 
SUJB=S~~+VAC~I*YCJAC~II ; 
Y [i]=V[i]-Sum; 
}//End For i. 
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Algorithm 5. Back substitution. 
Z Cnl =Y [nl /VA [Diag Cdl ; 
For i=n-I Down To I Do 
{ 
sum=0 ; 
For j=Diag[i] to IA[i+l]-1 Do 
Sum=Sum+VACjl*ZCJACjll ; 
ZCil=(YCil-Sum>/VACdiag[ill ; 
}//End For i. 
The system MZ = V can be solved by using Algorithms 4 and 5 in O(cm) operations, where (Y 
is an integer. In the next section, numerical results are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed preconditioner ILU. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
A set of five test problems is given to illustrate the performance and the efficiency of the 
GMRES method with the proposed ILU preconditioner. In our test runs, the zero vector 20 is 
the initial guess and the stopping criterion is ]]rj]]/]]rc]] 5 E = 10W6, where rj is the residual 
vector after jth iteration. The right-hand side b is taken to be b = Ax, where z = (1, 1, . . . , l)T, 
such that the solution of the system is just x. The equation solver has been implemented as 
C++ codes using double precision accuracy. The problems reported herein were solved on an 
IBM compatible PC. In GMRES(Ic) with the ILU p reconditioner, the CPU time represents the 
time required for both solutions of system (1) and the storage of A and b as well. Finally, the 
symbol Number of Cycles in the tables denotes the number of outer iterations and does not 
include the inner iterations of GMRES(L). 
5.1. Test Examples 
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where n = 300 and na = 957; the largest eigenvalue A,,, = 9.42263, the smallest eigenvalue 
Xmin = 0.522163, and the condition number is 18.04538. The computed results are reported in 
Table 1. 
Table 1. Relative residual error in finding the solution by the GMRES(lO) method 
with ILU preconditioner for Example 1, where n = 300 and no = 957. 
m Fill-Ins Number Iteration ILU Decomposition Solution 
in L and U of Cycles Time Time Error ( 10W7) 
0 - 9 0.054945 negligible 1.318632 
1 2151 3 negligible 0.014945 1.293410 
2 3085 1 negligible 0.014945 1.012382 
EXAMPLE 2. (See [l].) C onsider system (1) whose coefficient matrix A is of the form 
where n = 400 and na = 1276; the largest eigenvalue A,,, = 7.503768, the smallest eigenvalue 
Amin = 0.478295, and the condition number is 16.10840. The computed results are reported in 
Table 2. 
Table 2. Relative residual error in finding the solution by the GMRES(lO) method 
with ILU preconditioner for Example 2, where 7~ = 400 and 7to = 1276. 
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EXAMPLE 3. (See [l].) C onsider system (1) whose coefficient matrix A is of the form 
where n = 1000 and no = 2190; the largest eigenvalue A,,, = 6.113192, the smallest eigenvalue 
Xmin = 0.406214, and the condition number is 15.04919. The computed results are reported in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Relative residual error in finding the solution by the GMRES(10) method 
with ILU preconditioner for Example 3, where n = 1000 and no = 2190. 
m Fill-Ins Number Iteration ILU Decomposition Solution 
in L and U of Cycles Time Time Error (lo-‘) 
0 - 17 0.164835 0.010989 1.5239480 
1 6925 8 0.219780 0.054945 1.3195410 
2 9215 1 0.274725 0.109890 0.5123981 
EXAMPLE 4. This example is a model problem used by many authors earlier [28]. The matrix A 
is given by the block tridiagonal matrix 
‘D -I 
-I D -I 
A= . . . . . . 
-I D I 
-I D 
with 
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and Q = -1 + 6, p = -1 - b. D is of dimension 20 and A has dimension n = 800, where 
na = 3880. The matrices represent the five-point discretization of the operator 
on a rectangular region. The parameter b is taken to be 6 = 2.5 in this problem. Computed 
results are given in Table 4. 
Table 4. Relative residual error in finding the solution by the GMRES( 10) method 
with ILU preconditioner for Example 4, where 7~ = 800 and rro = 3880. 
m Fill-Ins Number Iteration ILU Decomposition Solution 
in L and U of Cycles Time Time Error (lo-‘) 
0 - 17 0.209280 0.054945 1.6134620 
1 5536 4 0.218780 0.010952 5.2137310 
2 7359 1 0.274725 0.109890 3.5404973 
EXAMPLE 5. This example is again a model problem (291. The matrix A is given by the block 
tridiagonal matrix 
D DI 
D2 D D1 
. . *. . 



















where cy = -1f 6, p = -1 - 6, a = -1 + 61, b = -1 - 61, cy = -1 + 6, ,0 = -1 - 6. D is given 
in (14) and it is of dimension 20 and A has dimension n = 800, where na = 3880. The matrices 
represent the five-point discretization of the operator 
a2 a2 a ---- d+7 
ax2 ay2 +Yax Zj’ 
on a rectangular region. The parameters 6 and 61 are taken to be S = 2.5 and 61 = 2.0 in this 
problem. The computed results are given in Table 5. 
Table 5. Relative residual error in finding the solution by the GMRES(lO) method 
with ILU preconditioner for Example 5, where n = 800 and no = 3880. 
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We have used the method described in Section 4 to construct an incomplete LU-decomposition 
for the coefficient matrices associated with Examples l-5. 
The proposed ILU(m) preconditioner is based on the powers of a Boolean matrix strategy 
(PBS). For all test problems, the results reported in tables are computed with k = 10. The 
stopping criterion is IJrjll/llr~ll 5 E = 10m6, where rj is the residual vector after j iterations. 
Tables l-5 show the results obtained with the ILU preconditioner which has the sparsity of B2m. 
The influence of m on convergence of the GMRES method with the ILU(m) preconditioner is 
also reported in the tables. The second column in the tables shows the number of fill-ins in the 
sparsity of pattern of LU, which vary with the parameter m. The third column shows how many 
iterations of GMRES were needed to make the convergence criterion satisfied. The fourth column 
gives the CPU time needed for finding the nonzero pattern of L and U plus the CPU time needed 
for the computation of the entries of L and U. The last column shows the error (relative residual) 
in finding the solution of (1). 
The influence of k, the dimension of Krylov subspace, on the performance of the GMRES 
method using the proposed ILU(m) preconditioner is also tested. For all the tests carried out, 
using the test problems, the best value for k in terms of number of iterations and CPU time is 
found to be 10. However, we have also run all test problems for higher k (k 2 10). It is found 
that the number of iterations remains the same. Therefore, a value of k = 10 is found to be 
t(he best. From the tables it has been seen that the GMRES method needs more iterations to 
converge by using the ILU(0) preconditioner. We have also found that the ILU(0) preconditioner 
does not benefit from k for values greater than 10. 
As we increase the value of m, the LU-decomposition tends to be complete. The PBS is 
superior to fill-in pattern with ILU(m) (m 2 1) b ecause the size of the entries in the error matrix 
R = A - LU for ILU(m) decreases as m increases. So, the higher value of m will give better 
results. Comparing the different values of m in the tables, we see that the ILU(m) (m 2 1) 
preconditioner is a good preconditioner. The ILU(2) was found to be the best preconditioner for 
the examples considered in this paper. 
For comparison, we have also solved the above examples by GMRES combined with the pre- 
conditioners, namely Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, banded, and row sums. We have found that the 
GMRES(l0) method combined with these preconditioners takes more iterations to converge. For 
Examples 1 to 3, the number of iterations using these preconditioners is between 16 and 20, for 
Example 4, the number of iterations is between 25 and 43, and for Example 5, they are between 27 
and 54. For the GMRES combined with the banded preconditioner, the convergence behavior 
is slow. The CPU time is mainly influenced by the number of outer iterations. We see from 
Tables l-5 that the ILU(m) (m > 1) preconditioner has a fast rate of convergence. 
NOTE 2. We have also tested the proposed preconditioner ILU(m) (m 1 1) on the first five 
examples outlined in [l]. It is found ILU(2) is the best preconditioner and the solution is given 
in one step. For all the test problems carried out, the best value for k is 10. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The purpose of this work is to construct an ILU preconditioner using the powers of a Boolean 
matrix strategy (PBS) proposed by Mittal and Al-Kurdi [l]. The PBS is found to be an effective, 
efficient, and inexpensive approach. The ILU(m) p reconditioner was also compared with other 
preconditioners such Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, row sums, and banded. We remark that reduction in 
the number of iterations greatly depends on the preconditioner used. However, the convergence 
rate and the costs per iteration of the GMRES method depend on, first, how we precondition 
the system and, second, the influence of k, the dimension of Krylov subspace used. From the 
numerical results, we see that it is advantageous to use the ILU(m) (m 2 1) preconditioner based 
on the powers of a Boolean matrix strategy for solving (1). We found that increasing m for an 
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ILU(m) factorization reduces the total cost of finding an accurate solution (at least for small m). 
Reasonable convergence was obtained for m 2 1. For all the tests carried out, using the test 
problems, the best value for k, the dimension of Krylov subspace, is found to be 10. When the 
coefficient matrix is symmetric, it is possible to exploit this symmetry, and the computation time 
can be roughly halved. We end with the concluding remark to use GMRES(10) method with the 
ILU(2) preconditioner. 
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